ADDENDUM TO PREBID OF MINUTES

Subject: COMPREHENSIVE ANNUAL MAINTENANCE CONTRACT OF SUB-STATION INCLUDING VARIOUS PANELS (AMF, HT & LT) DG Set-02 (82 and 160 KVA) INSTALLED AT NATIONAL HEALTH SYSTEMS RESOURCE CENTRE

An email was sent to vendors whose email records are available and among them M/s Saran Association had enquired the following. The responses are also given against each points:

**Enquiry No 1:** As per page No. 46 you mention tool kit which are not mandatory likewise cable fault detector machine. It cost more than 10 Lakh. As you did tender of CMC of panel than, why you require cable locator.
**Response:** Firm should have cable fault detector machine or capability to Hire High end tool kit and cable fault detector

**Enquiry No 2:** Transformer oil testing should be once in a year, not every month.
**Response:** It depend on the functioning of transformer. However, there should be one oil change within one month after awarding the contract.

**Enquiry No 3:** DG Service depends on the running of DG which you don’t mention.
**Response:** It depends on power cut which cannot be pre-determined. However periodic servicing should be done at least every three month.

**Enquiry No 4:** As per Annexure B/B-Z these items are NDSR items not in DSR.
**Response:** The price is to be quoted as per DSR rate for those items which are available in DSR. For Non-DSR, further TEC will examine and evaluate all Terms Conditions, Clauses and Rates.

**Enquiry No 5:** In CMC Case all complaints attend within 48 Hours but you are asking for a regular supervisor. You don’t mention that you will remembrance salary of supervisor. In case of CMC No person require.
**Response:** NHSRC does not require additional manpower from vendor. Hence, no regular supervisor is required for CAMC from awardee vendor. Further, The Contractor will nominate a existing supervisor having DG, AMF and HT & LT installation experience for monitoring hitch free CAMC. The supervisor should have Mobile phone and shall be available (24 x 7) in case of emergencies and Break Downs to registered complaint and take necessary action for compliance within 48 hrs.
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